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Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Zigbee and WiMaxSpringer, 2007
The advent of ubiquitous computing and the proliferation of portable computing devices have raised the importance of mobile and wireless networking. Recently, there has been a tremendous interest in broadband wireless access systems, including wireless local area networks (WLANs), broadband wireless access, and wireless personal area networks...
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Wireless Transceiver Systems DesignSpringer, 2008
This book brings together the fields of communication, signal processing, and embedded systems and circuits. These fields come together with a single design goal, a WLAN transceiver which combines analog and digital design, VLSI and systems design, algorithms and architectures, as well as design and CAD/EDA. This book focuses on the overall...
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Network Analysis Using Wireshark CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book will be a massive ally in troubleshooting your network using Wireshark, the world's most popular analyzer. Over 100 practical recipes provide a focus on real-life situations, helping you resolve your own individual issues.


	Overview

	
		Place Wireshark in your network and configure it for...
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Cisco Wireless LAN SecurityCisco Press, 2004
Cisco Wireless LAN Security is  an in-depth guide to wireless LAN technology and security, introducing the key  aspects of 802.11 security by illustrating major wireless LAN (WLAN) standards  that can protect the entire network. Because a WLAN is less effective as an  isolated piece of the...
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Multimedia Wireless Networks: Technologies, Standards and QoSPrentice Hall, 2003
	Integrating QoS in wireless multimedia network design
	Delivering QoS in WLANs, WPANs, WMANs, cellular, and satellite networks
	Covers every leading current and emerging wireless network standard


Integrate QoS into virtually any multimedia wireless network

From...
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Communications and Networking: 13th EAI International Conference, ChinaCom 2018, Chengdu, China, October 23-25, 2018, Proceedings (Lecture Notes of ... and Telecommunications Engineering)Springer, 2019

	The book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th EAI International Conference on Communications and Networking, held in October 2018 in Chengdu, China. The 71 papers presented were carefully selected from 114 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on wireless communications and networking, next...
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CCNA Wireless (640-722 IUWNE) Quick ReferenceCisco Press, 2012


	As a final exam preparation tool, the CCNA Wireless (640-722 IUWNE) Quick Reference provides a concise review of all objectives on the new exams.  The short eBook provides readers with detailed,...
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Cisco 802.11 Wireless Networking Quick ReferenceCisco Press, 2005
A quick reference for network engineers and administrators, who  are implementing or have implemented Cisco wireless technologies.

	
    Find 802.11 WLAN information quickly and easily with this handy  reference

    
	
    Access product information fast...
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Analog-Baseband Architectures and Circuits: for Multistandard and Low-Voltage Wireless TransceiversSpringer, 2007
Analog-Baseband Architectures and Circuits reviews the fundamentals and studies the state-of-the-art multistandard transceivers before describing novel architectural and circuit techniques for implementing multimode and wideband (tens of MHz) baseband analog front-ends under low-voltage constraints. Techniques developed on architecture...
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Wireless and Mobile Data NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Connecting to the Future of Wireless Data Technologies
Presenting complex subjects without getting into advanced mathematics, Wireless and Mobile Data Networks gives students and professionals a comprehensive overview of major wireless network architectures and standards.      

The opening chapters introduce wireless data network types,...
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How to Cheat at Microsoft Vista AdministrationSyngress Publishing, 2007
The Perfect Reference for the Multitasked SysAdmin
The Microsoft Windows Vista operating system offers several changes and improvements over its predecessors. It not only brings a new and redesigned interface, but also improves on many administrative utilities and management consoles. It also enhances the systems reliability,...
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Radio Design in Nanometer TechnologiesSpringer, 2007
Radio Design in Nanometer Technologies addresses current trends and future directions in radio design for wireless applications. As radio transceivers constitute the major bottleneck in a wireless chipset in terms of power consumption and die size, the radio must be designed in the context of the entire system, end to end....
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